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We propose an efficient scheme for constructing arbitrary 2-D cluster states using probabilistic
entangling quantum gates. In our scheme, the 2-D cluster state is constructed with star-like basic
units generated from 1-D cluster chains. By applying parallel operations, the process of generating
2-D (or higher dimensional) cluster states is significantly accelerated, which provides an efficient
way to implement realistic one way quantum computers.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 42.50.-p
Quantum computation offers a potentially exponential
computational speed-up over classical computers in cer-
tain tasks, which makes it one of the most promising ways
for the future’s computations [1]. Nowadays conceptual
quantum computer with few qubits has been demon-
strated experimentally in many systems [2]; however, how
to extend these systems to a large number of qubits,
known as scalability still remains a question. While in
most of the current experiments, quantum logic gates are
implemented with sequences of highly controlled inter-
actions between selected particles, Robert Raussendorf
and Hans J. Briegel [3, 4] recently proposed a different
model of a scalable quantum computer, namely the one
way quantum computer, which constructs quantum logic
gates by performing single qubit measurements on cluster
states. In this model, the total resource needed for the
quantum computation is a 2-D (two dimensional) clus-
ter state prepared at numerous qubits (e.g. a lattice-like
cluster), which serves as a “substrate” for the computa-
tion. After the preparation of this universal “substrate”,
the remaining work is to perform single qubit measure-
ments and, the final results are read out from those qubits
that were not measured in the whole process.
Optical approaches to quantum computation are at-
tractive because of the long decoherence time of photons
and near perfect single qubit operations. However, due to
the lack of interactions between photons, the main chal-
lenge within these approaches is the realization of two-
qubit logic gates. A breakthrough is the Knill, Laflamme
and Milburn’s (KLM) scheme [5], in which an entan-
gling gate was proposed based on linear optics. Nev-
ertheless, to implement a near-deterministic gate within
this scheme requires a large number of optical elements,
which makes the present scalable quantum computation
inefficient. Moreover, with the restriction of involving
only static linear optical systems, there are limitations for
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the success probability of such kind of entangling gates
[6, 7]. In recent works [8-15,23], the one way quantum
computer scheme, carried out in a cluster state, was in-
troduced to implement efficient scalable quantum compu-
tations with probabilistic entangling gates. Specifically,
Ref. [11, 13] show efficient schemes to construct 1-D clus-
ter states and suggest that 2-D cluster states be built
from “T-pieces”. Later, L.-M. Duan et al. [12] presented
an efficient scheme to construct 2-D lattice-like cluster
states. To achieve this goal, they made use of a “cross”
(“+” shape) cluster state as the basic unit, which is built
from two long 1-D chain cluster states. In their proposal,
the temporal overheads increase logarithmically with the
qubit number N and polynomially with 1/p. This result
opens up the promising prospect to realize efficient quan-
tum computation with probabilistic entangling gates.
In this paper, we report that an arbitrary 2-D cluster
state can be directly constructed from star-like cluster
states (bottom right in Fig.1), which can be obtained
by performing single qubit measurements on a chain-like
cluster state (top in Fig.1). Moreover, in this scheme,
the time consuming of generating a 2-D cluster state is
nearly equal to that of generating a 1-D chain cluster
state.
Specifically, following Duan’s assumptions [12], one can
reliably perform two-qubit controlled phase flip (CPF)
gates with a small success probability p. Also, all single
qubit operations are regarded as perfect, which are well
justified in linear optical systems. And in the calcula-
tion of temporal overheads, compared with the operation
time of the CPF gate, we neglect the time consuming
of all single-qubit operations including the single-qubit
measurements.
Before stating our proposal, we list some important
properties of cluster states for future use [16]. Since
cluster state is relevant to the graph theory, we start
with graph language. For a given simple undirected
graph G = (V, E), where V denotes the vertex set and
E(A,B) = {{a, b} ∈ E : a ∈ A, b ∈ B, a 6= b} denotes
the set of edges between the vertices, one can define a
set of commutable operators Ki = σix
∏
j∈Ni
σjz regard-
2ing every vertex of the graph, here i stands for an ar-
bitrary vertex of the graph and Ni refers to the set of
vertex i’s neighboring vertices, σix,y,z denote the Pauli
matrices corresponding to the i-th vertex. The cluster
state is then defined as the co-eigenstates of the group
of operators. The local Pauli measurements on cluster
states induce some interesting results. Specifically, σiz
measurement deletes all edges incident to vertex i, while
σiy measurement simply replaces the subgraph G[Ni] by
its complement G[Ni]
c. In the case of the σx measure-
ment, the resulting state is a cluster state associated with
the graph
G ′ = G △ E(Nj , Ni) △ E(Nj∩Ni, Nj∩Ni) △ E({j}, Ni−{j}),
where E △ F = (E ∪ F)− (E ∩ F), and j ∈ Ni [18].
Next we will show that once the star-like cluster state
(depicted in bottom right of Fig. 1) is prepared, one can
construct an arbitrary 2-D cluster state directly, and the
time consuming of this process is the single CPF gate
operation time ta. For example, an N qubits lattice clus-
ter state can be generated with N such basic units, each
center qubit corresponding to one site of the lattice. Now
we connect these basic units to a 2-D lattice-like cluster
state via probabilistic CPF gates. Suppose each unit has
nl “arms”, there will be nl/4 connections between each
adjacent pair of sites, and all these operations are to be
done at the same time (Note here parallel operations are
introduced in this process). At least one successful con-
nection is needed between each pair of sites. After the
connections are completed, we keep one successful con-
nection and remove the others by σz measurements on
the qubits adjacent to the center qubits, no matter they
succeed or not. Next, we trim the cluster state by ap-
plying σy measurements on the four redundant qubits of
the only one kept successful connection, thus the required
connections between center qubits are established and a
2-D lattice-like cluster is successfully constructed. Now
we should find a proper nl so that the lattice cluster state
can be created at a satisfying probability. Let pc be the
probability of at least one connection succeeds between a
pair of sites. And one can easily get pc = 1− (1− p)
nl/4.
Consequently, the total success probability of the lattice
cluster state is Pa = pc
2N . Naturally we order Pa > 1−ǫ,
where ǫ is a small positive number standing for the over-
all failure probability. If N is sufficiently large and p is
small, we get nl ≃ (4/p) ln(2N/ǫ).
By now we showed that it is convenient to generate a
2-D cluster state with such basic units. Here we give a
method to create these basic units by performing σx and
σz measurements on chosen qubits of a certain cluster
state (see top in Fig. 1). Given a 2nl qubits (main chain
length) cluster state with half of them having a two-qubit
“arm”, by performing σx measurements on those qubits
which do not have an “arm”, one achieves the expected
star-like basic unit with nl “arms”(In fact, there exists
nl one-qubit “arms”, which can be easily removed by
performing σz measurements on them). Note that all
operations involved in the process are single qubit mea-
FIG. 1: Illustration of generation process of the required star-
like basic unit (bottom right) from 1-D cluster chain (top).
Performing σx measurements on qubits without “arms” (black
circles on the top figure) to reach the bottom left, followed by
performing σz measurements on the one-qubit “arms” (bot-
tom left), we finally obtain cluster states on the bottom right.
FIG. 2: The figure of generating extended cluster chain with
four-qubit cluster chains.
surements and local unitary transformations.
In a slightly different way from Duan et al’s proposal
[12], the 1-D chain cluster state with ”arms” can be gen-
erated efficiently. The detailed process is shown below.
Suppose we have some n0 qubits cluster chains with
half of the qubits having a two-qubit “arm”(n0 stands for
the number of qubits in the main chain and is supposed to
be large enough), we connect two of them together with a
probabilistic CPF gate. If this attempt fails, by applying
a σz measurement, two qubits at the end of each cluster’s
main chain are removed. And in the next round we con-
nect the left two (n0 − 2) cluster chains. The expected
length of the connected cluster chain can be calculated
as n1 =
∑n0/2
i=0 2 (n0 − 2i) p (1− p)
i
≈ 2n0 − 4 (1− p) /p.
So if we want to get an expected longer cluster chain af-
ter a successful connection, n0 should be larger than a
critical length nc = 4(1 − p)/p. Iterating this process,
one can get an arbitrary length cluster chain. After r
rounds successful connection, the total chain length nr,
the time consuming Tr, and the total number of attempt
Mr follow the recursion rules:
3nr = 2nr−1 − nc,
Tr = Tr−1 + ta/p, (1)
Mr = 2Mr−1 + 1/p.
In writing the recursion rule for Tr, one should keep
in mind that two cluster chains for each connection are
assumed to be prepared in parallel. From the above three
recursion rules, one gets nr = (n0 − nc)2
r + nc, Tr =
T0 + rta/p, and Mr = (M0 +1/p)2
r − 1/p. According to
the first formula, r can be expressed with the main chain
length n (nr) after rth rounds successful connections,
which can be written as r = log2[(n − nc)/(n0 − nc)].
Replacing r in the left two formulae with this equation,
one finds that the total time consuming T (n) and the
number of attempts M(n) scales with the main chain
length n as
T (n) = T0 + (ta/p) log2 [(n− nc) / (n0 − nc)] , (2)
M (n) = (M0 + 1/p) (n− nc) / (n0 − nc)− 1/p, (3)
respectively, where T0 and M0 stand for the time and
attempts needed for a n0 qubits chain cluster state.
We now figure out the preparation of an n < nc qubits
cluster chain with the required “arms”. Started from sin-
gle qubits, we first create four-qubit cluster chains, then
connect two of them in the way illustrated in Fig.2. As
a result, a four-qubit cluster chain with two two-qubit
“arms” is constructed. By iterating this process, one
can reach an arbitrary length such cluster chain. Gener-
ally speaking, given two 2i(i > 1) qubits cluster chains,
by applying a probabilistic CPF gate on them success-
fully, we can get a 2i+1 qubits cluster chain. If this at-
tempt fails, we go back to the single qubit and try the
whole process again. Let Ti and Mi be the preparation
time and the number of attempts respectively, they obey
the following recursion rules Ti = (1/p) (Ti−1 + ta) and
Mi = (1/p) (2Mi−1 + 1). With T1 = ta(1/p
2 + 1/p) and
M1 = 2/p
2 + 1/p (for preparing a four-qubit chain clus-
ter), one gets the scaling rules T (n) ≃ ta (1/p)
log
2
n+1
and M (n) ≃ (2/p)
log
2
n+1
/2.
To create an n > nc cluster chain, one needs to com-
bine the above two protocols. Let n0 = nc + 1, then
T0 = ta(1/p)
log
2
(nc+1)+1 and M0 = (2/p)
log
2
(nc+1)+1/2.
Replacing these equations to Eq. (2) and (3), the overall
time consuming T (n) and the number of attempts M(n)
are:
T (n) ≃ ta (1/p)
log
2
(nc+1)+1 + (ta/p) log2 (n− nc) , (4)
M (n) ≃ (2/p)log2(nc+1)+1 (n− nc) /2. (5)
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FIG. 3: T − p, T − ln(2N/ǫ) relations. T1 (solid line) stands
for time overheads in our scheme, while T2 (dash line) as in
Duan et al’s scheme [12, 17]. In Fig. 3a, we set p = 0.25. In
Fig. 3b, parameter ln(2N/ǫ) is chosen as 30. The inserted
figure in Fig. 3b plots dependence of T1/T2 on p. [19]
Taking the construction of a 2-D N qubits lattice-like
cluster state as an example, we now calculate the time
overheads and the number of attempt needed for con-
structing a 2-D cluster state. As stated above, if we
want to ensure the total success probability of the con-
struction to be larger than 1 − ǫ, the basic unit should
have nl = (4/p) ln(2N/ǫ) “arms”. To construct a square
lattice cluster state of N qubits, we need N such basic
units in total, and each basic unit is made from a 1-D
2nl qubits chain cluster with half of the qubits in the
chain having a two-qubit “arm”. Consequently, we need
to prepare N such chain clusters (this can be done in
parallel), which requires NM(2nl) CPF attempts within
a time period of T (2nl) (refer to Eqs. (4) and (5) for
expressions of M(n) and T (n)). The final step is to con-
nect the N basic units to form an N qubits square lattice
cluster state. Note that all the connections can be done
in parallel in this process, so the whole connection takes
on average (N/2)nl CPF attempts in a single CPF opera-
tion time ta. Summarizing these results, one gets the the
overall time consuming and the total number of attempts
4FIG. 4: Success probability p versus the detector efficiency
η with no spontaneous emission. The Jaynes-Cummings cou-
pling coefficient g = 0.3, the leacage rate of the cavity κ = 1
[11].
as follows:
T (N) ≃ ta (1/p)
log
2
(4/p−3)+1
+ tap log2
(
4
p [2 ln (2N/ǫ)− 1]
)
+ ta,
(6)
and
M (N) ≃ (2/p)
2+log
2
(4/p−3)
N [2 ln (2N/ǫ)− 1]
+ 2Np ln(2N/ǫ).
(7)
We now take a close look at what we have achieved.
Since 2N/ǫ is not likely larger than e50, it is reasonable
that we set ln(2N/ǫ) between 5 and 50. Fig. 3 compares
the overall time overheads between Duan et al ’s scheme
(T2) [17] and ours (T1) that is needed for constructing a 2-
D lattice-like cluster state. Fig. 3(a) shows that the over-
all time overheads in our scheme scales ln(2N/ǫ) from lin-
ear to logarithmic compared with Duan et al ’s proposal.
From Fig. 3(b), we see that T1 is always smaller than
T2 as p varies. More interestingly, the inserted T1/T2− p
relation in Fig. 3(b) indicates that our scheme have a
relatively more significant improvement when p is larger
than 0.2. At last, note that to minimize the time over-
heads, we implement parallel operations during the whole
process. As a result, it costs more attempts within our
scheme. Nevertheless, the numbers of attempts in the
two schemes have the same scaling with qubit number
N , specifically, N ln(2N/ǫ).
The above results can be analyzed qualitatively from
the Eq. (6) and (10). Note that our improvement lies in
the process of constructing 2-D cluster states, which is re-
flected by substituting the third term tap ln (2N/ǫ) in Eq.
(10) with ta in Eq. (6). For example, if ln(2N/ǫ) = 13,
the first term is comparable with tap ln (2N/ǫ) when p is
around 0.4. However, as p decreases, the first term in-
creases much more rapidly than tap ln (2N/ǫ). And when
p is very small, the first term dominates the total time
overheads and the other two terms are negligible.
FIG. 5: Illustration of a 2-D hexagonal cluster state.
Moreover, with our basic units, one can directly create
an arbitrary 2-D cluster state, which needs not to be the
lattice like cluster state. Fig. 5 shows a sketch map of
a hexagonal cluster state generated with our basic unit.
Following the same calculating process, one gets the time
overheads T (N) and the number ofM(N) ’s relation with
parametersN (qubit number), p , and ǫ , as stated below:
T (N) ≃ ta (1/p)
log
2
(4/p−3)+1
+ tap log2
(
4
p
[
3
2 ln (3N/2ǫ)− 1
])
+ ta,
(8)
and
M (N) ≃ (2/p)
2+log
2
(4/p−3)
N
[
3
2 ln (3N/2ǫ)− 1
]
+ 3N2p ln(3N/2ǫ).
(9)
Also, without making any variation, these basic units
can be used to efficiently build a cluster state in any
dimension.
The prospect of implementing quantum computation
with probabilistic entangling operations is relevant for a
number of experimental systems involving atoms, ions
and photons [5, 20, 21]. In particular, Barrett and Kok
(BK) proposed a practical probabilistic entangling gate
using spatially separated matter qubits and single photon
interference [11]. They also demonstrated that this prob-
abilistic entangling gate is sufficient to construct cluster
states. More interestingly, our scheme has the best effi-
ciency when the success probability of CPF gate is be-
tween 0.2 and 0.5 (See Fig. [3]). Note that in BK scheme,
the success probability p varies from 0.1 to 0.5 as the de-
tector efficiency goes from 0.5 to 1 (See Fig. [4]), which
makes BK scheme an excellent physical implementation
of our proposal. Also, we notice that the recently pro-
posed “repeat-until-success” scheme can eventually lead
to deterministic gates [22, 23], which sheds light on di-
rect implementation of any scalable quantum logic cir-
cuit. However, in realistic systems, where photon loss
can not be ignored, this scheme can not produce entan-
gling gates with unitary success probability. In this case,
the one way computer scheme appears to be an effective
alternative to implement scalable quantum computation,
where our scheme proves to be useful.
To sum up, we have shown that using probabilistic
CPF gates, one can construct an arbitrary 2-D (or higher
dimensional) cluster state with the star-like basic units.
Through single qubit measurements, these basic units
5can be generated from a 1-D cluster chain with two-qubit
“arms”. The process scales efficiently with the qubit
number and the inverse of the success probability. More
interestingly, in our proposal, by applying parallel oper-
ations in the process of building 2-D cluster states, the
time needed for constructing a 2-D and 1-D cluster state
have the same order of magnitude. This result is helpful
to construct 2-D cluster states with arbitrary size, which
is essential to the implementation of experimental one
way quantum computers.
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